The use of regional coverage satellite constellations is on the rise urging the need for an optimal constellation design method for complex regional coverage. Traditional constellations are often designed for global coverage; however, the few existing regional constellation design methods lead to a suboptimal solution for disjoint or time-varying regional coverage. This paper introduces a new general and computationally efficient method to design an optimal regional coverage satellite constellation system that satisfies the general coverage requirement that can be disjoint and time-varying. The circular convolution nature of the repeating ground track orbit and common ground track constellation is formalized. This formulation of the constellation configuration architecture allows linearity in the problem formulation, i.e., multiple target areas and multiple sub-constellations with different orbital characteristics can be simultaneously optimized. Two methods are developed herein based on this fundamental relationship, While-Loop and Binary Integer Programming, aiming to optimally design a constellation with the smallest number of satellites possible. An analysis shows that the While-Loop method provides a computationally efficient approximation, whereas the Binary Integer Programming method yields optimal solutions. Seven comprehensive illustrative examples are analyzed to demonstrate the value provided by the proposed approach. Nomenclature a = semi-major axis b = coverage timeline c = coverage satisfactory indicator over a target point
I. Introduction
Satellite constellation for regional coverage is increasingly being considered as a competent business solution in the market dominant of global-based constellation systems. Regional constellation, whose form varies from being standalone to augmenting existing space-borne systems, provides flexible solutions to stakeholders as a means of circumventing geopolitical, economic, and/or technical issues associated with global constellation systems. Examples of such regional constellation systems are the BeiDou Navigation Satellite System [1], Indian Regional Navigation
Satellite System (IRNSS) [2] , and Quasi-Zenith Satellite System [3] .
Unlike global coverage constellations, regional coverage constellations solely focus on the coverage over a local region and therefore generally require a smaller number of satellites in the system to achieve the same performance per area metric compared to the global-coverage constellations. This leads to a significantly reduced system cost as the total life-cycle cost of the system depends on the number of satellites [4] . The reduced system cost allows for a tolerable risk of failure and facilitates a shorter payback period. These properties allow regional constellation systems to swiftly react to uncertainties arising from market demand and/or administrative issues. A study has shown that a flexible option to treat a regional constellation system as a part of a larger staged deployment process can be beneficial when market uncertainties are present [5] .
Various space systems have been designed for regional coverage. The most classical example is to use Geosynchronous/-stationary equatorial (GSO/GEO) orbits, which has proven to be very effective for continuous coverage over a bounded local region. However, for many mission-critical attributes such as latency and launch cost, nongeostationary orbit (NGSO) systems are deemed to provide better performance. The design process to generate a constellation specifically for regional coverage utilizing non-geostationary satellite orbits is highly complex and scarcely studied in the literature. Furthermore, while traditional methods have looked into the problem of f -fold continuous coverage (e.g., single fold, double fold, etc.) or intermittent coverage with figures of merit such as the maximum revisit time, the problem of much more complex time-varying coverage over multiple targets (e.g., a system that simultaneously provides single fold coverage over area A and double fold coverage over area B) has not been explored. Such a regional coverage constellation system can constitute multiple sub-constellations, each with different orbital characteristics [6] . The concurrent optimization of multiple sub-constellations in the system is also scarcely studied. Based on this background, a research question of interest arises: "Can we design a system of multiple sub-constellations that is solely optimized for a regional area of interest where the optimality is driven by the number of satellites? If so, how do we design it?" This paper seeks to address this question by constructing a constellation design methodology specialized for regional coverage.
The contribution of this paper is as follows: First, a discovery of circular convolution phenomenon between seed satellite access profile, constellation pattern vector, and coverage timeline is formalized. We derive a linear formulation that enables us to design a system of multiple sub-constellations for multiple regions, which provides a foundation for general and computationally efficient methods introduced herein. Second, we develop a While-Loop method that assumes symmetry in satellite configuration and enables computational efficient approximation to be used in large optimization settings. Third, inspired by the idea of deconvolution, we develop a method based on Binary Integer
Programming that find the optimal satellite constellation configuration for regional coverage. This core concept enables users to explore the hidden design space by breaking the symmetry in the constellation design. Finally, we extend the traditional definition of a time-independent f -fold coverage requirement (e.g., single-fold, double-fold, etc.) to
time-dependent f [n]-fold coverage requirement, where n is the discrete-time instant (e.g., diurnal variations in coverage requirement), so that time-varying coverage demands can be handled optimally in constellation design.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a summary of key relevant literature. Section III provides an overview of assumptions made in this paper. Section IV introduces the circular convolution formulation of the problem and its pertinent definitions. Section V then derives two methods based on this formulation: While-Loop and Binary Integer Programming. These methods are then demonstrated in Section VI with various illustrative examples.
Section VII then concludes this paper.
II. Literature Review
This section reviews the major literature relevant to this study. Traditional satellite constellation design methods have focused on minimizing the number of satellites while providing continuous coverage over a large area of interest such as the globe or latitudinally-bounded zones. Classical methods such as the streets of coverage [7] [8] [9] [10] , Walker constellations [11] [12] [13] [14] , and the tetrahedron elliptical constellation [15] leveraged geometric approach to exhibit symmetry in the constellation pattern, where satellites are uniformly and symmetrically arranged based on a predetermined phasing rule. The symmetry in the constellation pattern provides a foundation for a complete design space analysis due to finite variability [16] or for an analytical solution. Nonetheless, this usually leads to redundant coverage overlaps and therefore may not produce an optimal constellation design in terms of the number of satellites.
There are several prior studies that specifically deal with the regional coverage constellation design, particularly leveraging the repeating ground track orbits (e.g., Flower Constellation set theory [17] [18] [19] ). By fully utilizing the characteristics of the repeating ground track orbits, Hanson et al. and Ma and Hsu utilized the timeline meshing method to generate the optimal constellation with respect to minimizing the gap [20, 21] . Similarly, Pontani and
Teofilatto extended the characteristics of the repeating ground track by searching for allowable time delays with respect to minimizing the gap or maximizing coverage [22] . Although these regional constellation design algorithms show promising ability to produce asymmetric configuration with respect to a single target point, these methods are not applicable for designing a constellation system with respect to multiple target points and time-varying demands with multiple sub-constellations. Ulybyshev investigated a new geometric approach to generate satellite constellation designs for complex coverage [23] . Nevertheless, this method cannot be applied to an asymmetric constellation such as a near-polar constellation as noted by the author. Researchers utilized heuristic algorithms, such as genetic algorithm and simulated annealing, to design satellite constellations for regional coverage [24, 25] . However, consideration of multiple sub-constellations have been neglected. Other literature can be found in the comprehensive literature review by
Dutruel-Lecohier and Mora as well as Wertz and Larson [26, 27] . Recently, Ulybyshev presented a short historical survey of satellite constellation design for continuous coverage [28] . However, there is no methodology that directly answers our question raised in the introduction that considers all three aspects of the regional coverage problem: (1) multiple target points, (2) time-varying coverage requirement, and (3) multiple sub-constellations.
In response to this background, this paper attempts to construct a general regional coverage satellite constellation design method that is capable of designing a regional constellation system of multiple sub-constellations that satisfies the complex coverage requirements of multiple target points with the minimum number of satellites possible by breaking the symmetry in the constellation pattern. The complex coverage requirement here refers to of any type-continuous, intermittent, time-varying, etc.-that can be represented in a non-negative integer form.
III. Satellite Constellation Generation

A. Repeating Ground Track Orbit
A ground track of a satellite is defined as a trace of its sub-satellite points on the surface of the Earth. In this paper, we utilize a repeating ground track (RGT) orbit as a basis for the orbital design of the constellation, which allows a ground track of a satellite to repeat exactly and periodically. This type of orbit has shown to provide better coverage performance than the non-repeating ground track orbits with a fewer number of satellites for regional coverage [20] .
Considering the Earth-centered Earth-fixed (ECEF) frame, an RGT orbit is achieved when the nodal period of the orbit T S is matched with the nodal period of Greenwich T G [17] :
where a satellite makes N P number of revolutions in N D number of sidereal days.
A period ratio τ is defined as a ratio of N P /N D and further can be deduced based on the perturbed orbital elements.
where ω E is the rotation rate of the Earth, ω is the rate of the apsidal precession, Ω is the rate of nodal regression of a satellite's orbit, and M is the rate of change of the mean anomaly due to nominal motion and perturbation. The perturbed orbital elements in Eq.
(2) are:
axis is a function of τ, e, and i, i.e., a = a(τ, e, i), we shall utilize the period ratio τ = N P /N D as an independent orbital variable instead of the semi-major axis a. Henceforth, this paper utilizes an RGT orbital elements vector, oe = [τ, e, i, ω, Ω, M] T , to fully define an RGT orbit of a satellite. We assume the utilization of satellite maneuvers to correct and maintain identical ground track throughout the satellite lifetime, negating the perturbation effects other than the J 2 effect. Note that the right ascension of the ascending node (RAAN) Ω and the mean anomaly M in the RGT orbital elements vector indicate initial values referenced to a given epoch.
B. Common Ground Track Constellation
This paper assumes that all satellites in the constellation are systematically generated such that their ground tracks overlap to create a single common ground track. In this paper, we refer to this type of constellation as a common ground track constellation.
A common ground track constellation has its analogous names in many constellation design theories. For example, certain common ground track constellations utilizing circular RGT orbits can be expressed in Walker notation:
where N is the total number of satellites in the system, P is the number of orbital planes, and F is the phasing factor.
It also has its latest appearance in the original Flower Constellation theory. The Flower Constellation is defined as a set of N satellites following the same (closed) trajectory with respect to a rotating frame. For this paper, the ECEF frame is considered. The three conditions to construct the Flower Constellation are as follows [30] :
1) The orbital period of each satellite is a rational multiple of the period of the rotating frame.
2) The semi-major axis a, eccentricity e, inclination i, and argument of perigee ω are identical for all the satellite orbits.
3) The right ascension of ascending node Ω k and the mean anomaly M k of each satellite (k = 1, ..., N) satisfy:
A common ground track constellation with repeating ground track in the ECEF frame is equivalent to the original Flower Constellation theory. Therefore, this paper utilizes the above three conditions of the original Flower constellation set theory as bases for constellation generations.
IV. Circular Convolution Formulation
A. Access Profile
The relative position vector ρ pointing from a ground target point to a satellite is defined as:
where r s is a satellite position vector from the center of the Earth and r g is a target point position vector from the center of the Earth. Fig. 1 illustrates this relationship.
Fig. 1 Satellite, target point, and elevation angle relationship
An elevation angle ε of a satellite seen from a ground target point is defined as:
where · is the Euclidean norm. paper utilizes a sampling method to generate an access profile. Note that access profiles can be derived in many ways [32] [33] [34] .
The continuous-time elevation angle function ε(t) is sampled at every time step of t step to create a discrete-time elevation angle function ε[n] with length L (i.e., the number of time steps). The access profile v k, j ∈ Z L×1 2 between the kth satellite and the jth target point stores a boolean information of satellite access (or visibility) state at each discrete-time instant n. Therefore, each element of the access profile is:
where n is the discrete-time instant and J is a set of target points. Throughout this paper, both bold v k, j and sequential v k, j [n] forms are used interchangeably to denote the vector notation.
It is important to note a condition of Eq. (9): there must exist at least one access interval for a given satellite-target in order for the methods introduced in this paper to function. The methods introduced in the following sections are constructed based on the assumption that the access profile is a non-zero vector. When a target point is not within a swath width of a satellite's ground track, the resulting access profile is a vector of all zeros.
One can interpret the generalized minimum elevation angle ε k, j,min [n] in Eq. (9) as the minimum elevation angle threshold imposed on an access between a satellite k and a target point j at discrete-time instant n. This paper assumes that all access between a target point j and every member satellite in a given constellation are equal. That is, we write the simplified minimum elevation angle threshold as:
When designing a satellite constellation for regional coverage, a constellation must be spatially and temporally referenced relative to the target point and the epoch. A hypothetical satellite that conveys referenced orbital information, and the corresponding oe 0 as the seed satellite orbital elements vector. The actual system satellites, specifically, the satellites that are systematically generated based on the referenced orbital information and the phasing rule, inherit the period ratio, the eccentricity, the inclination, and the argument of perigee from the seed satellite, but they hold independent the right ascension of the ascending node and the initial mean anomaly pairs that are determined by Eq. (6), resulting in the orbital element vector for each satellite of oe k = [τ, e, i, ω, Ω k , M k ] T where k is the index of the satellite.
Note that Ω and M are initial values referenced to a given epoch; the subscripts refer to the index of a corresponding satellite. 
Fig. 3 Illustration of a common ground track constellation in an expanded ground track view (refer to Appendix A for more information on the expanded ground track view)
Let us recall main assumptions made so far: (1) all satellites are placed on a common repeating ground track constellation as shown in Fig. 3 and (2) all access between a target point j and every member satellite in a given constellation are constrained to same minimum elevation angle threshold as shown in Eq. (10) . Such assumptions enable us to utilize a powerful property, a cyclic property, that all access profiles of the member satellites in a given constellation are identical, but are circularly shifted. Therefore, any access profile v k, j between the kth satellite and the jth target point can be represented as a circularly shifted seed satellite access profile v 0, j :
where P π is a permutation matrix with the dimension (L × L) shown in Eq. (35).
For the purpose of this paper utilizing a constellation with a common repeating ground track, the seed satellite access profile v 0, j is of our main interest because of its ability to convey the referenced orbital information.
B. Coverage Timeline and Coverage Requirement
Because there are multiple satellites in the constellation system, the access profiles must be meshed together to create a coverage timeline over a target point. Hence, a coverage timeline b j ∈ Z L×1 ≥0 is an access profile between multiple satellites and a jth target point. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 . In the figure, ∆n 1 and ∆n 2 represent discrete time shifts of the first (k = 1) and second (k = 2) satellite with respect to the seed satellite (k = 0), respectively. It is important to point out that because the seed satellite is hypothetical, its access profile is not considered in the coverage timeline.
Note that the coverage timeline is not a binary vector but instead it is a non-negative integer vector. Eq. (12) provides a mathematical definition of the coverage timeline.
Fig. 4 Illustration of shifts of access profiles (2-satellite system); notice that the seed satellite access profile is not part of the coverage timeline
Now we define a coverage requirement. A coverage requirement f j ∈ Z L×1 ≥0 is a vector of non-negative integers that is created by a user per mission requirement. It is important to distinguish the difference between the coverage timeline b j and the coverage requirement f j . The coverage timeline is a coverage performance or a coverage state of a constellation system while the coverage requirement, per se, is a coverage requirement a constellation system wants to achieve. For example, in order for a constellation system to achieve the f -fold (i.e., at least f satellites in view at all times) continuous coverage, the coverage timeline must be greater than or equal to the coverage requirement, that is, at least f satellite(s) must be in access with the target point throughout the mission period.
The coverage satisfactoriness indicator c j indicates the coverage requirement satisfactoriness of the coverage timeline over the target point j.
If an area of interest consists of multiple target points (e.g., due to area grid discretization), the coverage is satisfactory if all target points are satisfactorily covered. Extending Eq. (13), the satisfactory condition of the coverage over multiple targets can be expressed as:
where J is a set of target points.
In summary, designers of the constellation system must aim to satisfy all coverage requirements on every target point. Each target point may impose a different coverage requirement.
C. Constellation Pattern Vector
Suppose we express the time shifts of satellites along the ground track with respect to the seed satellite in a discrete-time binary sequence x ∈ Z L×1 ≥0 and refer to it as a constellation pattern vector.
where we deduce the number of satellites in the constellation from the constellation pattern vector:
By definition, a kth satellite located at time instant n k is said to be delayed behind the seed satellite by the time unit of ∆n k = t step n k . This is illustrated in 
D. The Circular Convolution Phenomenon
The discrete-time sequences defined in the previous sections-v 0, j , x, and b j -have a finite periodic length of L due to the cyclic (repeatability) property of the closed relative ground track assumption.
A discrete circular convolution operation between the seed satellite access profile v 0, j and the constellation pattern vector x produces a coverage timeline b j , a timeline of an instantaneous number of satellites in access with the target
where represents a circular convolution operator. Note that the circular convolution is commutative. The derivation of the circular convolution relationship from Eq. (12) is described in Appendix B.
The discrete-time circular convolution in Eq. (17) can be further expressed in a circulant matrix form.
where V 0, j ∈ Z L×L 2 is a seed satellite access profile circulant matrix that is fully specified by the seed satellite access profile v 0, j . Each entry (α, β) of the circulant matrix is defined as:
where α and β are the row and column indices, respectively, for α, β ∈ {0, 1, · · · , L − 1}.
To illustrate this relationship, 
V. Regional Coverage Constellation Design Methods
A. Problem Statement
A process of satellite constellation design specifically pertaining to the APC decomposition involves the determination of two main parts: (1) common orbital characteristics and (2) constellation pattern. Here, the orbital characteristics determine the overall shape of the constellation whereas the constellation pattern dictates the spatio-temporal distribution of the actual system satellites. Mathematically, a satellite constellation architecture design d, following the APC decomposition introduced herein, can be expressed as:
The objective of this paper is to solve for the constellation pattern vector x such that all elements of b j = (v 0, j x) [n] are greater than a designated f [n]-fold coverage threshold. The number of satellites required N then can be deduced from Eq. (16) . The optimization of the reference orbital characteristics-the seed satellite orbital elements vector oe 0 -is not considered, but instead, we assume this to be given. This is because the seed satellite profile is often constrained by the launch or mission constraints and cannot be determined by constellation design optimization solely; inclusion of the seed satellite profile is part of the future work. Two APC-based methods are introduced herein on this regard:
While-Loop method and Binary Integer Programming (BIP) method.
B. Method 1: While-Loop Method
A while-loop based method assumes a uniform temporal spacing between satellites along the ground track. Given a length L of the constellation pattern vector, the uniform temporal spacing constant δ ∈ Z >0 between satellites is defined as:
The uniform temporal spacing δ is a non-zero positive integer that guarantees a feasible integer-indexing of the discrete-time x[n] vector. (Note that we can choose L such that δ is an integer.)
The While-Loop constellation in the constellation pattern vector form is:
By definition, the constellation pattern vector is populated by letting the first satellite of the constellation system take the place of the hypothetical seed satellite. Hence, the seed satellite access profile is identical to the first satellite access profile of the system, v 0, j = v 1, j . Note that a user is allowed to arbitrarily set the temporal location of the first satellite; this paper assumes n = 0 to be the temporal location of the seed satellite for the While-Loop method.
The algorithm is to perform a while-loop until all elements of b j [n] are greater than or equal to the designated threshold f j [n]. The while-loop increments N at each iteration and halts only when the coverage requirement is satisfied as shown in Algorithm 1. The method therefore outputs the minimum feasible N for a given target and coverage requirement. An overview of the while-loop method is shown in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7 Overview of the While-Loop method
C. Method 2: Binary Integer Programming Method
Using the commutative property, a discrete-time circular convolution in Eq. (17) can be expressed in a linear form:
where V j ∈ Z L×L 2 is a circulant matrix that is fully specified by the seed satellite access profile v 0, j as shown in Eq. (24) .
The subscript 0 for the circulant matrix is dropped hereafter since we are only dealing with the circulant matrix of the seed satellite access profile.
Each column of a circulant matrix V j is identical to a circularly-shifted seed satellite access profile v 0, j . Eq. (23) can be shown in a matrix form,
. . .
An interesting observation is formalized. If we are given v 0, j and x, then we can produce b j -this is the assumption of the While-Loop method at each iteration. Likewise, if we are given v 0, j and b j , then we can solve for x via deconvolution, which one can solve Eq. (23) analytically in a closed-form, x = V −1 j b j (det(V j ) 0), because the system is linear. Note that this vector b j represents the entire coverage timeline, and thus this analysis enables us to find a constellation pattern vector x to satisfy a time-varying coverage demands f j .
However, the resulting x may not necessarily be binary, which is a violation of the nature of the constellation pattern vector-a satellite cannot be represented in a decimal number. Therefore, in order to guarantee a physical quantification of satellites, we shall employ a binary integer programming to solve for x that satisfies the inequality constraint:
Before we formalize the binary integer programming problem that solves Eq. (26), Sections V.C.1 and V.C.2 introduces linear properties associated with Eq. (23).
Multiple Target Points
Because the system is linear, we can extend this relationship to an area of interest that consists of multiple target points.
where |J | is the cardinality of a target point set J . Eq. (27) has the dimension of (|J |L × L) · (L × 1) = (|J |L × 1).
The augmented circulant matrix on the left-hand side is a matrix of matrices obtained by appending all circulant matrices V 1 , ..., V | J | linearly. Similarly, the augmented coverage timeline vector is also obtained by appending all coverage timeline vectors b 1 , ..., b | J | linearly. Here, the constellation pattern vector x represents a single constellation configuration that satisfies the augmented linear condition.
Multiple Sub-Constellations
Another new direction of linearity is observed regarding having multiple sub-constellations. We consider a constellation system consisting of multiple sub-constellations with different seed satellite access profiles, v 1 0, j , ..., v z 0, j , ..., v | Z | 0, j where superscript z denotes an index of a sub-constellation, Z is a set of sub-constellations, and |Z| represents its cardinality. Each sub-constellation seed satellite access profile is computed based on its seed satellite orbital elements vector oe 0 and the modified minimum elevation angle threshold ε z j,min [n], j ∈ J, z ∈ Z, n ∈ {0, ..., L − 1}, which is only applicable to the BIP method (since the While-Loop method cannot define multiple sub-constellations). The goal of the multiple sub-constellation system is to satisfy a common coverage requirement over a single target point j.
where the dimension of the system is (L × |Z| L ) · (|Z| L × 1) = (L × 1). The matched dimension L is explained in the following paragraph.
Each sub-constellation can have a different N D value for τ = N P /N D , therefore, the simulation periods N 1 D , ..., N | Z | D of respective 1, ..., |Z|th sub-constellations must be matched, that is, N D = lcm(N 1 D , ..., N | Z | D ) where lcm(·) is the least common multiple function. For example, consider a case of a system of two sub-constellations with N 1 D = 1 and N 2 D = 2 for z = 1 and z = 2, respectively. An example of the lengths of vectors for N 1 D = 1 and N 2 D = 2 can be L = 719 and L = 1438, respectively (i.e., t step ≈ 120 sec). The matched dimension, or a least common multiple between N 1 D and N 2 D , is N D = lcm(1, 2) = 2. Therefore, the matched length of vectors L is equal to 1438. In order to match the length of the seed satellite access profile, one must augment each seed satellite access profile linearly as shown in Fig. 8 . For this example case, one would need to linearly augment one additional v 1 0, j to match the length of v 2 0, j .
Fig. 8 Matching of lengths of vectors for augmented operation
A System of Multiple Sub-Constellations for Multiple Target Points
Combining both directions of linearity-multiple target points and multiple sub-constellations-we get the following generalized governing relationship:
Which can be expressed in an indexed equation form:
where the subscript j is the target point index and the superscript z is the sub-constellation index.
The physical interpretation of Eq. (29) is as follows: it represents a system of multiple sub-constellations that simultaneously satisfies the coverage requirements imposed by multiple target points. Here, each multiple subconstellation may exhibit its own unique orbital characteristics. For example, a sub-constellation (z = 1) may be placed on a critically inclined elliptic orbit while a sub-constellation (z = 2) may be placed on a circular low Earth orbit.
Similarly, each target point may impose an independent coverage requirement. For example, a target point ( j = 1) may require a continuous single fold coverage whereas a target point ( j = 2) may require a sinusoidal-like time-varying coverage fluctuating between the double and triple folds. It is the goal of the binary integer programming to determine the satellite constellation configurations x 1 , ..., x z , ..., x | Z | that satisfies this complex relationship.
Binary Integer Programming Problem Formulation
Let us assume that we want to achieve a f j -fold coverage system (∀ j ∈ J ) with given v 1 0, j , ..., v z 0, j , ..., v | Z | 0, j vectors.
For cases in which we cannot solve for x in a closed-form, we can employ a binary integer programming as shown in Eq. (31) . Solving the most general form of the problem, Eq. (30), via BIP yields an optimal solution in the form of "a system of multiple sub-constellations that simultaneously satisfies the coverage requirements over multiple target points."
where the binary constraint is imposed on the elements of the constellation pattern vector x to reflect the physical quantification of satellites.
Unlike the While-Loop method, the resulting constellation pattern vector of the BIP method does not necessarily make the first satellite of the system take the position of the seed satellite. Therefore, there are cases where the seed satellite remains hypothetical. This is illustrated in examples in Section VI.
An overview of the Binary Integer Programming method is shown in Fig. 9 . In the discrete-time domain, there are L number of permissible [Ω, M] sets that allow for a common ground track constellation. This is because the constellation pattern vector x has the length of L and hence the maximum number of satellites it can define is equal to L. One can find [Ω, M] sets by solving a system of equations:
where q is the generalized index for Eq. (33) . Note that Eq. (32a) is rearranged from Eq. (6) [30] .
To find all permissible sets in the [Ω, M]-space, one would need to explore all discrete-time instants of n. However, for either While-Loop or BIP methods, one would only need to explore n k discrete-time instants where only satellites exist. Solving Eq. (32) then yields M q . Lastly, we assume the utilization of satellite maneuvers to correct and maintain identical ground track throughout the satellite lifetime, negating the perturbation effects other than the J 2 effect.
For the sake of simple demonstration purposes only, this paper further assumes the minimum elevation angle threshold definition such that the minimum elevation angle threshold ε j,min [n] imposed on a target point j at discrete-time instant n is identical to a constant value ε min for all j ∈ J and for all n ∈ {0, ..., L − 1}. Note that one can still impose the minimum elevation angle threshold definition as it is as shown in Eq. (10) for all cases demonstrated in this paper.
Also, note that this paper does not use the definition ε z j,min [n] from Section V.C due to the multiple sub-constellation definition inapplicability to the While-Loop method. Therefore, modifying Eq. (10), aims to illustrate the most general case possible considering a system with multiple sub-constellations for multiple target points. All illustrative example results are summarized in Table 2 . The rest of the section introduces the details of each illustrative case. 
3-D view of generated constellations (the ECI reference frame is represented in righthanded basis)
The While-Loop method yields 13 satellites while the BIP method yields 10 satellites. The results indicate that the BIP method found the optimal constellation pattern vector by breaking the symmetry. Comparing the time cost, the While-Loop method took 0.01 sec while the BIP method took 12.17 sec.
Note that the Earth-centered Initial (ECI) frame is represented in a right-handed basis.
B. Example 2. Double Coverage Over Longer Time Horizon
A point target is located at Japan, J = {(φ = 36.7°N, λ = 137.48°E)}, with ε min = 20°. A seed satellite orbital element vector oe 0 = [5/2, 0, 20°, 0, 90°, 0] T is assumed (an altitude of 16 512.4 km; the ground track repeats after five revolutions in two days). The objective is to achieve the double continuous coverage ( f [n] = 2).
This example requires that the target point must be continuously covered by at least two satellites at all times. The minimum elevation of 20°makes the swath width of satellites smaller than that of 10°. The period ratio is set to five-to-two ratio, implying a longer time horizon than the previous example. In this example, the lengths of vectors are L = 1438. A coverage requirement is now time-dependent; the square wave function is assumed between values 1 and 2. This requires that some part of the day must be continuously covered by at least two satellites and by at least one satellite during another part of the day. This type of example can be extended to a case with a temporal demand distribution. For example, a communication satellite constellation may require two satellites during the day for doubled-capacity and one satellite during the night for a quiescent mode.
As shown in Fig. 15 , the BIP constellation produces a coverage timeline that closely follows the temporally-varying coverage requirement. Such a coverage timeline is possible since the integer programming aims to minimize the discrepancy between the coverage timeline and the coverage requirement. This is not the case for the While-Loop method due to its symmetrical coverage timeline, which aims to fulfill the maximum coverage requirement point (two in this case), thereby preventing itself from filling the coverage discrepancy between the timeline and the requirement. Low earth orbit constellation systems generally require a greater number of satellites than their higher orbit counterparts. This illustrative example suggests that compared with the symmetrical While-Loop method, the BIP method can greatly reduce the total number of satellites required in the system for low earth orbit cases-33-satellite-While-Loop-system vs. 20-satellite-BIP-system.
The optimization time limit is triggered for the BIP case. The resulting constellation configuration by the BIP method may not be a global optimal solution. For this example, we consider the contiguous United States (CONUS) as the area of interest. The CONUS is gridded out with a total of 41 target points in a 4°-by-4°resolution (longitude-by-latitude) as shown in Fig. 19 . All target points require ε min = 10°. A seed satellite orbital element vector oe 0 = [5/1, 0, 30°, 0, 135.97°, 0] T is assumed (an altitude of 8034.6 km). The objective is to achieve the single continuous coverage ( f [n] = 1) over all target points.
This example illustrates the linear property of the circulant matrix form as in Eq. (27) . The optimized two-sub-constellation systems are shown in Fig. 24 . The sub-constellation (z = 1) colored in yellow (lower altitude) is composed of four satellites while the sub-constellation (z = 2) colored in black (higher altitude) is composed of five satellites for a total of nine satellites.
H. Summary
This paper explored seven different cases to identify the general applicability of and the computational efficiency associated with the methods. A variety of orbits-circular vs. elliptic (critically inclined), prograde vs. retrograde, and low vs. high altitudes-and a variety of areas of interests-a single target point vs. multiple target points and contiguous vs. discontiguous-are considered. For all cases, the While-Loop method proved to be computationally efficient while the Binary Integer Programming method yielded the optimal solution. Both of these methods are generally applicable to any combination of orbit (must be critically inclined if elliptic, due to the J 2 perturbation assumption) and area of interest. The BIP method has added benefit in that it can also simultaneously design multiple sub-constellations over a set of target point(s). A summary of two methods is shown in Table 3 . 
I. Discussion of Limitations
There are some issues arising from the nature of the discretization. The discrete-time access profile is constructed via sampling a continuous-time elevation angle function of a satellite at every time-step t step . Therefore, the results output by the proposed While-Loop and Binary Integer Programming methods may vary depending on the value of t step due to coverage discrepancies in the continuous-time and discrete-time simulations. Also, the computation time to solve proposed methods largely depends on the level of discretization especially for the BIP method as the problem is NP-hard. The trade-off is: the smaller the value of t step , the higher the fidelity of the simulation but the longer the time to solve for each method due to the longer lengths of access profile, constellation pattern vector, and coverage timeline.
The proposed method only computes an access profile for given N D day(s) because of its assumed repeatability in the ground track. Because the orbital perturbation is only considered up to J 2 , the access profile repeatability may not be consistent with actual coverage performance under various perturbations such as J 4 higher-order terms, solar radiations, atmospheric drag, or third body. All illustrative examples described herein assumed the utilization of satellite maneuvers to correct and maintain identical ground track throughout the satellite lifetime, negating the additional perturbation effects other than the J 2 effect.
VII. Conclusion
A semi-analytical approach to optimally design regional coverage satellite constellations is proposed. By treating the seed satellite access profile and the constellation pattern vector as discrete-time signals, a circular convolution between them creates the coverage timeline. We refer to this formulation as the APC decomposition of the satellite The methods proposed in this paper can be used as constellation design modules in larger optimization settings.
By defining a set of seed satellite orbital elements as design variables [τ, e, i, ω, Ω 0 , M 0 ] T , one can easily set up an optimization problem to design an optimal constellation (both orbital elements and constellation pattern as in Eq. (20)) for one or more target points. For a rapid preliminary analysis of the design space, the authors suggest the use of the While-Loop method. A further refinement can be accomplished by employing the BIP method with the obtained seed satellite orbital elements if at all the true optimal solution for the region of interest is desired.
Appendix A. Expanded Ground Track View
The expanded ground track view spatially expands a ground track of a satellite and visualizes its ground track relative to the area of interest throughout the simulation period N D . The area of interest and its mirrored images are positioned throughout the plot (the cyan squares in Figure 25 ) to provide temporal references. The expanded ground track view is especially useful when visualizing and correlating the access profile and the actual satellite ground track.
The following properties of the expanded ground track view are formalized for the repeating ground track with the period ratio of τ = N P /N D .
1) The expanded ground track view is an extension of (N P − 1) ordinary ground track views along the longitudinal direction. For example, as shown in Figure 25 , the expanded view is an extension of three (N P = 4) ordinary ground track views; the three vertical dashed lines indicate their boundaries.
2) Extending Property 1, the mirrored images of the area of interest are separated by 2π.
3) The longitudinal displacement of the expanded ground track is 2π(N P − 1). 
Each term of Eq. (34) can be represented as a multiple of v 0, j [n] and permutation matrix P n k π due to the cyclic property of the assumed formulation. Recalling the definition from Eq. (11):
v k, j [n] = P n k π v 0, j [n]
where P π is a permutation matrix with the dimension (L × L) shown in Eq. (35). Note that I = P 0 π = P L π .
Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (34), we get the following equation:
b j [n] = (P n 1 π + P n 2 π + · · · + P n N π )v 0, j [n]
Eq. (36) 
The terms within the parenthesis in Eq. (37) is identical to the alternative analytical definition of the circulant matrix: 
Using the commutative property of the circular convolution operator, Eq. (39) is identical to:
This is identical to the definition of the circular convolution in Eq. (18) (which is Eq. (17)), thereby proving the circular convolutional nature of the formulation under the aforementioned assumptions.
